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Abstract
The Variational Theory of Complex Rays (VTCR) is an indirect Trefftz method designed to study systems
governed by Helmholtz-like equations. It uses wave functions to represent the solution inside elements, which
reduces the dispersion error compared to classical polynomial approaches but the resulting system is prone to
be ill conditioned. This paper gives a simple and original presentation of the VTCR using the discontinuous
Galerkin framework and it traces back the ill-conditioning to the accumulation of eigenvalues near zero for
the formulation written in terms of wave amplitude. The core of this paper presents an efficient solving
strategy that overcomes this issue. The key element is the construction of a search subspace where the
condition number is controlled at the cost of a limited decrease of attainable precision. An augmented
LSQR solver is then proposed to solve efficiently and accurately the complete system. The approach is
successfully applied to different examples.
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1 Introduction
In the last decades, the use of numerical simulation techniques in design, analysis and optimization of systems
has become an indispensable part of the industrial design process. The most used computer aided engineering
tool is the standard Galerkin Finite Element Method (FEM [1]). It is based on the use of continuous, piecewise-
polynomial shape functions supported by a mesh. It applies particularly well on the Poisson equation where a
coercive formulation naturally arises.
In the case of the Helmholtz equation, the straightforward formulation is not positive, and then a fine
discretization is required in order to limit the dispersion and pollution errors induced by the non-verification of
the governing partial differential equations [2]. Robust FEM approaches imply to use adapted formulation and
elements [3].
Alternative techniques exist based on the discontinuous Galerkin methods (DG) [4] which allow the disconti-
nuity of the shape functions between elements, so that any type of shape function can be used. In particular, the
Trefftz-DG methods use basis functions that are locally (i.e. inside each mesh element) solutions of the relevant
governing partial differential equations (PDEs). In most cases, coercivity can be ensured for these methods,
which moreover lead to smaller dispersion error than the finite element method (see [5] for a discussion on the
error in Trefftz-DG approaches). Such approaches include, for example, the ultra-weak variational formulation
(UWVF) [6], the discontinuous enrichment method [7], the wave-based method [8] and the variational theory
of complex rays (VTCR) [9]. The main differences among the various Trefftz methods lie in the treatment of
the boundary conditions and of the continuity conditions between elements, in the type of waves used in the
admissible space and on the chosen discrete unknowns. For a given level of accuracy, all these methods lead to a
substantially smaller algebraic system than one would obtain using the standard FEM. However, these methods
often suffer from an ill-conditioned algebraical system (see for example [8, 10, 11, 12]) even after scaling the
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different terms of the formulation [13, 7]. In order to control the condition number it was proposed in [14] to
iteratively enrich the basis of wave functions until the condition number of the element matrix becomes too
poor. A close idea was proposed in [12] for the VTCR.
This paper is dedicated to the study of the VTCR for acoustic problems, which is an indirect Treffz-DG
method where Herglotz wave functions are used to represent the solution inside elements and where inter-
elements conditions are dealt with by an anti-hermitian formulation. In Section 2 we give an original and
pedagogic presentation of the VTCR and we prove that under general assumptions the formulation in terms of
pressure is coercive. In Section 3 we show that the problem being set in terms of amplitudes via the (compact)
Herglotz operator leads to non coercivity (even if still sign definite) because eigenvalues accumulate near zero.
This phenomenon causes the bad conditioning of the discrete system. We then propose to build a search space
where coercivity is restored at the price of a small decrease of the precision. In Section 4, the construction of
the subspace is detailed, and it is proposed to use it as the coarse grid for an augmented Krylov solver.
The subspace that we build is quasi-optimal in the sense that, starting from an initial search space, it is
a controlled approximation of the largest subspace where a chosen level of coercivity (or condition number) is
preserved.
Note that this strategy is different from previous work as [14], it does not set up an upper limit for the
number of waves, but selects all combinations of waves which result in pressure fields containing at least a
certain amount of energy. This collection of waves spans what we call in the following the optimized subspace.
The threshold used to distinguish sufficiently energetic modes from others is a parameter of the method which
can be replaced by a criterion on the proportion of the total energy which should be present in the subsystem.
Note that the final precision is not limited thanks to the use of the augmented LSQR solver, in that context the
subspace is referred to as the coarse subspace. Two assessments are given, the first one (Section 5) possesses
an analytical solution which enables us to fully understand the properties of the selected subspace and of the
augmented solver; the second one (Section 6) is more realistic and enables us to illustrate the potential of the
method in terms of computational performance.
2 The Variational Theory of Complex Rays for Helmholtz problems
2.1 Reference problem
Let us consider a bounded acoustic cavity Ω ⊂ Rd filled with a fluid characterized by its speed of sound c, its
density ρ and its damping coefficient η. A source term f is given in Ω. The boundary ∂Ω is partitioned into
three parts: ∂pΩ where the pressure p˜d is prescribed, ∂vΩ where the velocity v˜d is prescribed and ∂ZΩ where
a Robin condition h˜d is imposed, the impedance being written Z (Z 6= 0 on ∂ZΩ). Assuming all excitations
are time-harmonic with a given circular frequency ω, the complex acoustic pressure p in Ω solves the following
boundary-value problem for the Helmholtz equation:
Find p such that
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∆p+ k2p = f in Ω (a)
Zp+
∂p
∂n
= h˜d over ∂ZΩ (b)
p = p˜d over ∂pΩ (c)
∂p
∂n
= v˜d over ∂vΩ (d)
(1)
where k = (1 + iη)(ω/c) is the wave number, n is the outward normal to ∂Ω, i =
√−1 is the imaginary unit.
For physical consideration, it is assumed that η > 0 and Re(Z) > 0.
To apply the VTCR, an homogeneous equation is required. The reference system is then modified by the
introduction of a solution pc to (1)(a) under the form pc(x) =
∫
Ω
ρ(y)f(y)G(x,y) dV (y) where G is the known
Green’s function1.
1For instance, in 2D G(x,y) = i
4
H0(k|x− y|) where H0 is the zero-order Hankel function of the first kind, see [15] for general
formulas.
2
Setting ph = p− pc, the problem (1) can be rewritten in the following form:
Find ph such that
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∆ph + k2ph = 0 in Ω (a)
Zph +
∂ph
∂n
= hd = h˜d − Zpc − ∂p
c
∂n
over ∂ZΩ (b)
ph = pd = p˜d − pc over ∂pΩ (c)
∂ph
∂n
= vd = v˜d − ∂p
c
∂n
over ∂vΩ (d)
(2)
As one can see, the problem (1) with a source term, could be rewritten in an equivalent problem with
modified boundary conditions and no source term. In the following we will consider a solution strategy to solve
(2) and we omit superscript h
Many weak formulations of this system can be proposed, see [3] for a review, in this paper we investigate the
VTCR which can be viewed as an indirect Trefftz method applied within a discontinuous-Galerkin framework.
2.2 One-domain VTCR formulation
Let us introduce the following space:
V(Ω) = {u ∈ L2(Ω)/∇u ∈ L2(Ω)d,∆u ∈ L2(Ω)}
=
{
u ∈ H1(Ω)/∇u ∈ Hdiv(Ω)} (3)
V(Ω) is an Hilbert space for the norm ‖u‖2V = ‖u‖2H1 +‖∆u‖2L2 [16]. Assuming sufficient regularity on the shape
of Ω, the trace and normal flux are continuous operators on V(Ω) with values in H 12 (∂Ω) and H− 12 (∂Ω).
We consider the following subspace of V(Ω):
S(Ω) = {p ∈ V(Ω) / ∆p+ k2p = 0 in Ω} (4)
S(Ω) is a closed subspace of V(Ω) on which the usual norm ‖u‖2S = ‖∇u‖2L2 + |k|2‖u‖2L2 is equivalent to the
V(Ω) norm and to the H1(Ω) norm (with equivalence coefficient dependent on k). Moreover S(Ω) is compactly
embedded in L2(Ω).
In the following we make use of the S-norm and refer to it as the “energy norm”, though the analysis is valid
for any equivalent norm (which might be more pertinent from a physical point of view).
The general one-domain VTCR formulation of the problem consists in weakly enforcing the boundary con-
ditions as follows (α ∈ C is a parameter of the formulation):
find p ∈ S(Ω) / ∀q ∈ S(Ω), a(p, q) = l(q) with
a(p, q) =
1
2
∫
∂ZΩ
(
Zp+
∂p
∂n
)(
αq +
α
Z
∂q
∂n
)
dS + α
∫
∂pΩ
p
∂q
∂n
dS + α
∫
∂vΩ
∂p
∂n
qdS
l(q) =
1
2
∫
∂ZΩ
hd
(
αq +
α
Z
∂q
∂n
)
dS + α
∫
∂pΩ
pd
∂q
∂n
dS + α
∫
∂vΩ
vdqdS
(5)
Clearly this formulation2 is consistent with the homogeneous reference system in the sense that the solution
of (2) satisfies the weak formulation. Also a is a sesquilinear form, l is antilinear, both are continuous by
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the continuity of the trace and normal flux in S(Ω).
We have the following property:
Re(a(p, p)) =
1
2
(Re(αZ))
∫
∂ZΩ
(
|p|2 + 1|Z|2
∣∣∣∣ ∂p∂n
∣∣∣∣2
)
dS + Re
(
α
∫
∂Ω
∂p
∂n
pdS
)
=
1
2
(Re(αZ))
∫
∂ZΩ
(
|p|2 + 1|Z|2
∣∣∣∣ ∂p∂n
∣∣∣∣2
)
dS
+ Re(α)‖∇p‖2L2(Ω) − Re(αk2)‖p‖2L2(Ω)
(6)
We now discuss the well posedness of the formulation (we recall that we supposed Re(Z) > 0, η > 0):
2 To comply with the given subspace, the formulation should have been written with duality brackets in H1/2. The integral
notation does not alter computations and it is correct for the fields used in practice which are the restriction of C∞(Rd) fields,
assuming sufficiently regular loads (for instance pd ∈ H1/2(∂pΩ), vd ∈ L2(∂vΩ), hd ∈ L2(∂ZΩ)).
3
• In the case of a negative imaginary part of the impedance and non-zero damping, the choice α = ik gives
a coercive formulation:
Im(Z) 6 0
η > 0
}
α = ik leads to Re(a(p, p)) > ηω
c
(
‖∇p‖2L2(Ω) + |k|2‖p‖2L2(Ω)
)
(7)
• The domain of coercivity can be extended to impedance with small positive imaginary part if the system
is sufficiently damped. Indeed, if there exists β such that Re(Z)Im(Z) > β >
1−η2
2η then setting α = (1 + iβ) in
(6) leads to:
Re(a(p, p)) = ‖∇p‖2L2(Ω) +
Re(Z)− β Im(Z)
2
∫
∂ZΩ
(
|p|2 + 1|Z|2
∣∣∣∣ ∂p∂n
∣∣∣∣2
)
dS
− (ω
2
c2
)(1− η2 − 2βη)‖p‖2L2(Ω)
> ‖∇p‖2L2(Ω) + (
ω2
c2
)(η2 + 2βη − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0
‖p‖2L2(Ω)
(8)
The coercivity implies existence, uniqueness, and continuity with respect to the loading of the solution, and the
good convergence properties of Galerkin’s approximations, in particular Cea’s lemma applies.
• With the minimal assumptions Re(Z) > 0, η > 0, the simple choice α = 1 gives a Gårding inequality:
α = 1 leads to Re(a(p, p)) > ‖∇p‖2L2(Ω) −
(ω
c
)2
(1− η2)‖p‖2L2(Ω) (9)
The Gårding inequality (coercivity with respect to L2(Ω)) together with the compact embedding of S(Ω) in
L2(Ω) suffices to ensure existence, uniqueness and continuity with respect to the loading when k2 is not an
eigenvalue of the Laplacian with the given boundary conditions; the properties of Galerkin’s approximations
are ensured only for sufficiently large subspaces [3].
2.3 Many subdomains VTCR formulation
The VTCR for many subdomains can be analysed in the framework of non-symmetric discontinuous Galerkin
methods [4]. Let T be a partition of Ω into NΩ non-overlapping sub-cavities ΩE (1 6 E 6 NΩ), and let
ΓE,E′ = ∂ΩE ∩ ∂ΩE′ be the face between subdomains E and E′. Let F be the set of faces, we arbitrarily
attribute an orientation to each face.
In order to treat independently the fields in each subdomain, we introduce ST (Ω) a broken version of S(Ω):
ST (Ω) = {u ∈ L2(Ω) / ∀ΩE ∈ T , u|ΩE ∈ S(ΩE)} (10)
and we define the jump and average operators:
∀Γ ∈ F ,Γ = ∂ΩE ∩ ∂ΩE′ ,
[[u]]Γ = u|ΩE − u|ΩE′
{{u}}Γ =
u|ΩE + u|ΩE′
2
(11)
We then have the following characterization of S(Ω):
u ∈ S(Ω)⇔
{
u ∈ ST (Ω)/ ∀Γ ∈ F , [[u]]Γ = 0, {{∂u
∂n
}}Γ = 0
}
(12)
In other words, fields in S(Ω) satisfy continuity and balance of normal flux conditions on the interfaces:
pE = pE′ and
∂pE
∂nE
+
∂pE′
∂nE′
= 0 over ΓE,E′
4
In the VTCR, as in discontinuous Galerkin methods, the interface conditions are introduced inside the
sesquilinear form. For (p, q) ∈ ST (Ω)2, we note aE(p, q) = a(p|ΩE , q|ΩE ) and lE(q) = l(q|ΩE ). The VTCR for
many subdomains writes:
find p ∈ ST (Ω) / ∀q ∈ ST (Ω), aT (p, q) = lT (q) with
aT (p, q) =
∑
E
aE(p, q) +
∑
Γ∈F
∫
Γ
(
[[p]]Γ{{ ∂q
∂n
}}Γ − [[q]]Γ{{ ∂p
∂n
}}Γ
)
dS
lT (q) =
∑
E
lE(q)
(13)
Thus the interface conditions are weakly imposed by an anti-hermitian formulation. This choice makes the
broken formulation satisfies the same coercivity (or Gårding) inequality as the one-domain VTCR, so that no
stabilization is required for the problem to be well posed. The same idea was used in Oden, Babuška and
Bauman’s discontinuous Galerkin formulation of the Poisson problem [17].
2.4 Finite-dimensional approximation space
In order to build a finite dimension approximation subspace of ST (Ω), we use the fact that on each subcavity
ΩE the pressure can be represented by Herglotz wave functions. Let C be the unit sphere in Rd and xE a
reference point located in ΩE , we define Herglotz operator H:
HE : L2(C)→ S(ΩE)
A 7→ HE [A] = pEA : x 7→
∫
C
A(s)e iks·(x−xE)ds
(14)
Under regularity assumption on the shape of ΩE (for instance ∂ΩE is Lipschitz and ΩE is star-shaped with
respect to the point xE), range(HE) is dense in S(ΩE) [18, 19] so that instead of searching p ∈ ST (Ω) we can
seek for (AE) ∈ L2(C)NΩ . Keeping terminology adopted in previous work on the VTCR, the density AE is
called the amplitude distribution of pEA since somehow the pressure is represented by a superposition of plane
waves e iks·(x−xE) in direction s with magnitude AE(s). The formulation in terms of unknown amplitudes makes
the VTCR an indirect Trefftz method.
The retained strategy is then to discretize the space of amplitude distribution L2(C)NΩ . For a given subdo-
main E, the approximation subspace AE of L2(C) of dimension NE is defined by a basis AE = (. . . , AEn , . . .).
The resulting subspace of pressure is denoted SNE (ΩE), it is spanned by PEA =
(
. . . ,HE(AEn ), . . .
)
. Various
discretizations have been tested in previous implementations of the VTCR [11, 20]. To keep expressions simple,
we recall them in the 2D case where s only depends on one angle θ: sθ =
(
cos(θ)
sin(θ)
)
.
DB : AE is made out of piecewise-constant functions on C, PEA is then a collection of wave Band functions:
PEA =
(
. . . ,
∫ 2pi(n+1)
NE
2pin
NE
e iksθ·(x−xE) dθ, . . .
)
06n<NE
(15)
DF : AE is taken as a truncated Fourier series, PEA then being a collection of Fourier wave functions (NE is
assumed to be odd):
PEA =
(
. . . ,
∫ pi
−pi
e inθe iksθ·(x−xE) dθ, . . .
)
−NE−12 6n6
NE−1
2
(16)
The main advantages of this discretization is that the functions of PEA can be evaluated analytically at any
point x. Moreover these functions form a hierarchical basis, which makes it easy to increase the degree of
the approximation, in particular a control of the condition number, similar to [14], was proposed in [20].
Dδ: One last possibility is to extend the definition of Herglotz to a larger space containing Dirac distributions3.
The typical choice is AE constituted by NE Dirac distributions supported at angular locations θn = 2pinNE
3For instance H−s(C) with s > d−1
2
where d is the dimension of the physical space
5
(in some publications these functions are also called “rays”). PEA is then the collection of a finite number
of plane waves:
PEA =
(
. . . , e iksθn ·(x−xE), . . .
)
06n<NE
(17)
This discretization presents the main advantage to allow analytical integration of the components of the
weak formulation (13) on straight lines, it also corresponds exactly to the enrichment functions used in
the Discontinuous Enrichment Method [7]. Unfortunately it does not fit exactly the theory described in
the following, which is why we propose an informal extension to that discretization in section 3.5.
The above discretizations, which have their pros and cons, lead to very similar asymptotic accuracy, as seen
in comparisons presented in [11, 20]. From these studies, a priori criteria have emerged to choose a sufficiently
fine discretization, represented by the dimension of the search space NE . In the Fourier case (16), NE can be
set a priori using an energetic criterion [20]. In Dirac (17) and Band (15) cases, NE can be set a priori using
a geometrical heuristic criterion
NE = round(µpiRE/λ) (18)
where RE is the characteristic diameter of ΩE , λ is the wavelength and µ a positive real number close to 1 (see
[21] eqn. 43, or [22] eqn. 3.37, and the example of section 5).
2.5 Discrete system
Introducing any of the previous basis in the weak formulation (13) leads to a linear system with the following
block structure:
Kα = f , with K =

K11 K12 . . . K1NΩ
−KH12 K22
...
. . .
−KH1NΩ . . . KNΩNΩ
 ,α =

α1
...
αNΩ
 , f =

f1
...
fNΩ
 (19)
where exponent H stands for the conjugation-transposition, and αE corresponds to the vector of unknown
amplitude of the chosen basis functions in the subdomain ΩE . The off-diagonal blocks correspond to the
coupling between subdomains, they are zero for non-neighbors subdomains so that the system has a sparse-
by-block structure. In the case where damping ensures coercivity of the formulation, the diagonal blocks are
positive.
Each degree of freedom is associated with one wave function in one subdomain and it necessarily contributes
to the off-diagonal coupling term. This implies that contrary to what is commonly encountered in DG methods
[23, 24] there is no “internal” degree of freedom and condensation can not apply.
3 The Optimized space of approximation
One major problem with searching for amplitude components is that operator HE is compact in L2(C): there is
an accumulation of eigenvalues near zero. In other words there exist amplitudes of unit norm in L2(C) capable
to create arbitrary small pressure fields in S(ΩE):
∀ε > 0, ∃A ∈ L2(C) with ‖A‖L2(C) = 1 and ‖HE [A]‖S(ΩE) < ε (20)
To illustrate the consequences of this problem, let us consider the favorable case of a coercive formulation in
ST (Ω) where there exists a positive constant Q such that:
∀p ∈ ST (Ω), aT (p, p) > Q‖p‖2S(Ω) (21)
If we now consider the formulation in terms of amplitudes, all we can say is:
∀(AE) ∈ L2(C)NΩ , aT ((HE [AE ]), (HE [AE ])) > 0 (22)
the sesquilinear form is positive but it can not be bounded from below by the norm of the amplitudes∑
E ‖AE‖2L2(C), the formulation in amplitude is not coercive. Moreover, the discrete system is likely to be
poorly conditioned: as soon as the discretization space is large enough, it is probable that it contains eigenvec-
tors associated with small eigenvalues.
6
In this section, we propose to build a subspace which does not excite the near-zero eigenvalues; by construc-
tion, the coercivity is preserved in that subspace and the condition number is controlled. We also prove that
using this subspace only leads to a small loss of precision. By analogy with domain decomposition or multigrid
methods, the subspace will often be referred to as the coarse space of approximation.
3.1 Notations
The analysis we develop is suited for discretizations in L2(C), either the Band discretization (15) or the Fourier
discretization (16). An informal extension to the Dirac discretization (17) is proposed in section 3.5.
Note that the analysis can be conducted independently on each subdomain. For a given basis in the
amplitude domain AE , we write αE the vector of components of the amplitude AE , which is associated with
the pressure field pE :
s ∈ C 7→ AE(s) = AE(s)αE
x ∈ ΩE 7→ pE(x) = PEA(x)αE
For the discretizations by piecewise constant amplitudes or by truncated Fourier series we note ‖‖C the
L2(C)-norm of amplitude vectors and MEC mass matrix associated with basis AE :
‖αE‖2C = ‖AEαE‖2L2(C) = αE
H
MEC α
E (23)
Note that for any of the proposed discretization methods, the mass matrix MEC is diagonal.
3.2 Principle
We assume that for each subdomain ΩE , an approximation subspace was defined, and that, based on engineering
rules presented in equation (18), it is sufficiently large for the solution to be approximated with enough accuracy.
We propose to select a smaller approximation subspace where amplitude generate non-negligible pressure.
Note that this selection can be conducted independently on each subdomain, in parallel. For any subdomain
ΩE , we would like to select the largest subspace A˜Eσ of AE where the following property is verified:
∀A ∈ A˜Eσ , ‖HE [A]‖S(ΩE) > σ‖A‖L2(C) (24)
where σ > 0 is a parameter to be defined by the user. In that subspace, the equation (22) becomes:
∀(AE) ∈
∏
(A˜Eσ ), aT ((HE [AE ]), (HE [AE ])) > σ2Q
(∑
E
‖AE‖2L2(C)
)
(25)
In other words, coercivity (and condition number) is controlled by σ . The smaller σ, the larger A˜Eσ and the
poorer the condition number is.
3.3 Construction of the subspace
The subspace A˜Eσ is not practical to compute. We thus propose to a way to approximate it. The idea is to use
the property of finite element interpolation to obtain a good estimation of the S norm. Let us consider a mesh
TEh of ΩE . Let (x
E
i )16i6NEh denote the nodes of T
E
h and ψ
E = (. . . , ψEi , . . .) be associated matrix of shape
functions (of degree q). h stands for the maximal length of the edges of the mesh, it must be chosen in agreement
with the characteristic length of the problem Re
(
1
k
)
. Anyhow this mesh is used to make interpolations and
compute norms, not to approximate the solution so that it can be much coarser than recommended for finite
element computations. Moreover the meshes (TEh )E do not need to be compatible at interfaces (h could even
be set independently on each subdomain).
Let PEA,h be the matrix of the pressure field generated by the basis A
E evaluated at the nodes of the mesh:
PEA,h =

...
. . . HE [AEj ](xEi ) . . .
...
 , row i, column j (26)
7
A field of SNE (ΩE) writes PEAαE , its finite element interpolation is ψEPEA,hαE , the classical properties of finite
element interpolation ensure that the distance between these two fields can be controlled: there exist a constant
CE which depends on the mesh and on k, and which can be decreased at will by decreasing the characteristic
size h of the mesh or increasing the degree q of the interpolation [25], such that:
∀αE , ‖PEAαE −ψEPEA,hαE‖S(ΩE) 6 CE‖αE‖C (27)
Let MEh be the S(ΩE)-mass matrix associated with the mesh TEh , we have:
‖ψEPEA,hαE‖2S(ΩE) = αE
H
PE
H
A,hM
E
hP
E
A,hα
E (28)
The approximation A˜Eσ,h of A˜Eσ defined in (24) is generated by all the combinations of amplitudes which
create interpolated pressure fields of sufficient norm. In other words, we solve the following problem:
find αE ∈ CNE/ αEHPEHA,hMEhPEA,hαE > σ2αE
H
MEC α
E (29)
This corresponds to the selection of eigenvectors associated with generalized eigenvalues larger than σ2 for the
system of hermitian positive definite matrices (PE
H
A,hM
E
hP
E
A,h,M
E
C ).
Let V˜E be the subset ofMEC -normalized eigenvectors V
E associated with eigenvalues larger than σ2, AEV˜E
is a basis of A˜Eσ,h. If we assume that the mesh was built such that σ > CE , we have:
‖PEAV˜Eα˜E‖S(ΩE) = ‖ψEPEA,hV˜Eα˜E +
(
PEAV˜
Eα˜E −ψEPEA,hV˜Eα˜E
)
‖S(ΩE)
>
(
σ − CE) ‖α˜E‖C (30)
This inequality shows that the use of a mesh to estimate the S-norm does not prevent to control coercivity (25)
as long as the mesh is fine enough for constant CE to be small with respect to σ. Indeed the coercivity relation
becomes:
∀(α˜E) ∈
∏
CN˜E , aT ((PEAV˜Eα˜
E), (PEAV˜
Eα˜E)) > (σ −max
E
CE)2Q
(∑
E
‖α˜E‖2C
)
(31)
3.4 Loss of precision
Searching the solution in the subspace A˜Eσ,h instead of AE , one expects a loss of precision. We thus need to
estimate the ability of A˜Eσ,h to approximate fields in AE . For any given components αE of a vector in the
approximation subspace AE , let α˜E = V˜EV˜EHαE be its MEC -orthogonal projection on the subspace A˜Eσ,h, we
have:
‖PEAαE −PEAα˜E‖S(ΩE) 6 ‖PEAαE −ψEPEA,hαE‖S(ΩE)
+ ‖ψEPEA,hαE −ψEPEA,hα˜E)‖S(ΩE)
+ ‖(ψEPEA,hα˜E −PEAα˜E)‖S(ΩE)
6 CE(‖αE‖C + ‖α˜E‖C) + σ‖αE‖C
6
(
2CE + σ
) ‖αE‖C 6 3σ‖αE‖C
(32)
The extra error due to the truncation is thus directly controlled by σ (for a mesh satisfying σ > CE).
3.5 Informal extension for the discretization with Dirac’s distributions
The discretization of the amplitude space by Dirac distributions (17) can not be conducted in L2(C). We extend
the method to that case by arbitrarily setting MEC = I; the (improper) notation ‖AE‖L2(C) then stands for the
Euclidean norm of the components ‖αE‖2.
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4 Practical considerations
4.1 Setting of the threshold σ
As seen earlier, the parameter σ controls the coercivity (and then the condition number) and the attainable
precision of the coarse problem set in A˜Eσ : the smaller σ the larger the coarse problem, the poorer its condition
number and the greater the precision of its solution.
We propose to choose σ by an energy criterion: it is indeed possible to choose which fraction of the total
energy is present in the coarse model.
For any of the choices of discretization, the basis AE , the mass-matrix for the amplitudes MEC is diagonal
and easy to compute, we can at no extra cost transform the generalized eigenvalue system into a classical
eigenvalue problem. The sum of the eigenvalues (θi) is then the trace of the matrix.
The criterion is then defined by a scalar 0 < β 6 1, so that (1 − β) corresponds to the fraction of energy
inside the coarse model:
σ such that
∑
θi>σ
(θi) > (1− β)
NE∑
i=1
θi = (1− β) trace((MEC )−
1
2PE
H
A,hM
E
hP
E
A,h(M
E
C )
− 12 ) (33)
In the examples, we used the following values for β = 0.25, 0.1, 10−4, 10−6 .
4.2 Simplified evaluation of the S-norm
Regarding the evaluation of the S(ΩE) norm, if the mesh TEh is sufficiently fine and regular (no region is over or
under meshed), then the condition number of MEh (for the Euclidean norm) is O(1) [26], which means that the
MEh -norm is correctly approximated by the Euclidean norm. In that case, the generalized eigenvalue problem
becomes the singular values decomposition of the matrix PEA,h(M
E
C )
− 12 . The sum of all singular values being
equal to the (easy to compute) Frobenius norm of matrix PEA,h(M
E
C )
− 12 , a criterion similar to the one described
in previous subsection can then be applied to define σ.
In the following examples, we use discretization in Dirac’s (equation (17) and subsection 3.5) and the
simplified evaluation of the S-norm, which is that case corresponds to computing the SVD of PEA,h (since MEC
is set to identity). Unless stated otherwise, we use regular meshes with a characteristic size h = λ/3, where λ
is the wave-length.
4.3 Solver
The coarse subspace (A˜Eσ,h) can be directly used to find an approximate solution of the problem. Since the
associated system is well conditioned and small, a direct solver can be employed, moreover we proved that the
added error is limited. It can also be used as the coarse space of a multigrid method or of an augmented solver.
Let us briefly present how the subspace is used as an augmentation space for the LSQR Krylov solver [27]
which is known to behave correctly on VTCR systems. We introduce the basis of the coarse subspace, obtained
by the diagonal concatenation of the subdomains’ basis:
V˜ =
V˜
1 0
0
. . .
V˜NΩ
 (34)
LSQR solves for the normal equation:
KHKα = KHf (35)
In that case, augmentation consists in ensuring that the residual (f −Kα) is orthogonal to range(KV˜). This is
classically implemented by an initialization/projection (α0,X) method: one sets α = Xαˆ+ α0 and solves the
system in αˆ with a classical LSQR:
(KX)αˆ = f −Kα0 (36)
where
α0 = V˜(V˜
HKHKV˜)−1V˜HKHf
X = I− V˜(V˜HKHKV˜)−1V˜HKHK
(37)
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Figure 1: Scattering by a sound-hard cylinder (Section 5): (a) discretized computational domain, (b) real part
of the exact solution at f=1500Hz, (c) real part of the exact solution at f=3500Hz .
Note that the coarse matrix (V˜HKHKV˜) is coarse hermitian positive definite. Using this method, one expects
a good initialization (which makes the initial residual small). Note that because the coarse problem controls
the higher part of the spectrum whereas the lower part is very populated near zero, the rate of convergence can
not be much improved by the augmentation.
In the following the direct solution in the coarse subspace is referred to as O-VTCR, the augmented LSQR
is A-VTCR. Of course, O-VTCR corresponds to the initialization of A-VTCR.
5 Academic example: Scattering by a sound-hard cylinder
We first evaluate our method on an academic problem for which the analytical solution is known: the scattering
of a plane wave by a sound-hard cylinder obstacle. We evaluate the classical VTCR equipped with various
solvers: Matlab’s direct solver “\” (which in that case corresponds to LU-solver), Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse
(Matlab’s “pinv”); and we compare them to the new reduced approach used either directly with Matlab’s solver
“\” (O-VTCR, which in that case corresponds to a Cholesky solver) or used as the augmented LSQR approach
(A-VTCR), both for β of equation (33) equal to β = 0.25, 0.1, 10−4, 10−6. We compare the characteristics of
the systems (size, condition number, attainable precision) as well as the convergence of the iterative solvers.
The sound-hard cylinder obstacle S1 has a radius R1 = 0.5m. The surrounding acoustic medium Ω is
considered to be air (ρ = 1.25 kg.m−3, c = 330 m.s−1, and η = 0). It is truncated by a concentric circular
surface S2 of radius R2 = 6m. The problem (1) is solved with the following boundary conditions:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂p
∂n
+
∂pscat
∂n
= 0 over S1 (a)
p+ ı
c
ω
∂p
∂n
= 0 over S2 (b)
(38)
where pscat denotes a plane wave propagating in the direction θ = pi and ω the circular frequency in rad.s−1.
Equation (38)(b) is an absorbing condition that approximates the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
The exact solution of the resulting problem is known to have the analytical form:
pex(r, θ) =
∞∑
m=0
ım
2− δ0m
(
Jm+1(kR1)− Jm−1(kR1)
H(2)m+1(kR1)−H(2)m−1(kR1)
)
cos(θ)H(2)m (kr) (39)
where δ0m is the Kronecker’s delta (δ0m = 1 if m = 0 and δ0m = 0 otherwise), Jm is the order m Bessel
function of the first kind, and H(2)m is the order m Hankel function of second kind. Two different frequencies are
considered f=1500 Hz and f=3500 Hz, corresponding respectively to 9 and 21 wavelengths in the diameter of
the obstacle. The exact solutions are represented in Figure 1.
The domain Ω is decomposed into 18 sub-cavities as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Errors ε[p] are evaluated using the following expression which incorporates contributions from pressure
discontinuities across interfaces:
ε[p] :=
1
‖pex‖S(Ω)
[
‖p− pex‖2S(Ω) +
∑
Γ∈F
‖[[p]]‖2L2(Γ)
]1/2
(40)
We use the discretization by uniform Dirac’s distribution (“rays”) (17). In order to study the influence
of the initial refinement of the discretization of the amplitude space, the number of rays in the subdomains
NE = dim(AE), is set using the criterion (18) where the parameter µ varies from 0.1 (insufficient discretization)
to 2 (a priori more than enough rays to represent the solution). The integrals needed in the calculation of
the matrix K are performed with a numerical quadrature using a point density corresponding to 30 points per
wavelength.
5.1 Characteristics of the coarse model
Figure 2 (left) presents the evolution of the size of the problems and (right) the evolution of the condition
number as functions of the underlying discretization µ of the amplitude space, at frequencies 1 500 Hz (plain
curves) and 3 500 Hz (dashed curves).
The dimension of the approximation space (AE) is linear in µ (see (18)). The optimized subspaces (A˜E)
almost coincide with (AE) for small µ but they tend not to grow for µ > 0.75: beyond this limit, increasing the
size of the approximation space does not mean that more energy is present (in terms of pressure). This can in
particular be observed by the small number of extra vectors required to capture a proportion of (1 − 10−6) of
the energy instead of (1− 10−4).
The condition number of the unfiltered system explodes around µ = 0.7. This also corresponds to the
existence of almost zero energy vectors in the approximation subspace. On the contrary, the optimized subspace
experience only a slight increase of the condition number which reaches at worse 104.
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Figure 2: Scattering by a sound-hard cylinder (Section 5): Evolution of the matrix size (left) and its condition
number (right) with the parameter µ at the f=1500Hz (plain line) and f=3500Hz (dashed line) when using a
direct VTCR approach (black) or the O-VTCR with β = 0.25, 0.1, 10−4, and 10−6 (respectively orange, red,
magenta and blue).
5.2 Attainable precision by the coarse model
Figure 3 presents the residual, the pressure error (with respect to the analytical solution) and the norm of the
solution, obtained by the solvers depending on the initial discretization (at frequencies 1 500 Hz and 3 500 Hz).
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The dashed lines correspond to the use of a direct solver on the complete (black) or on the reduced models (O-
VTCR for various β), the plain lines correspond either to a pseudo inverse on the full model or to an augmented
LSQR-solver (A-VTCR). For that study the number of LSQR iterations is equal to the dimension of the search
space; this choice is meant to illustrate the bad conditioning of the system since the attained residual is far
from unit round-off. Setting the stopping criterion for augmented-LSQR is discussed in next subsection.
For insufficient discretization (µ < 0.7), the coarse spaces practically coincide with the full space and
condition number is low so that all solvers give comparable results (similar error in pressure, very small residual).
After a threshold (which depends on µ and β), the coarse spaces do not evolve, and the associated perfor-
mance of reduced models (O-VTCR) does not improve: for instance, at 1 500 Hz and for µ > 0.9, β = 10−4
gives a precision ε[p] of 5 10−4 and β = 10−6 gives a precision of 5 10−5. Because of the better conditioning of
the system, the precisions of the coarse models are much more stable than the precision of the full model with
the same solver (black dashed curve).
We observe that the correlation between the residual and the error strongly depends on µ; and that for
sufficient discretizations, precision is often much better than the residual can tell (the residual is hardly different
between β = 10−1 and β = 10−4 whereas the pressure error is 15 times smaller).
The norm of the amplitudes vector α explodes with direct solvers when the discretization is sufficiently fine
for good precision to be attained, whereas the O-VTCR gives an amplitude vector of almost constant norm
(independent of µ).
If a reduced O-VTCR model gives insufficient precision, it can be improved either by choosing β closer to
zero or by doing augmented LSQR iterations (A-VTCR). The obtained precision is presented by plain curves.
Whatever β, the final precision of the pressure field is comparable with the one obtained by the reference
pseudo-inverse solver. Here again the residual is not an excellent indicator for the quality of the pressure
solution. We observe that the solutions given by the coarse models have very small amplitudes and that doing
iterations slightly increases that norm but anyhow the result remains much smaller than what is obtained by
the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse which is supposed to give the minimal norm solution. In other words, the
pseudo-inverse’s slightly smaller residual is paid by a strong increase of the amplitudes.
5.3 Performance of the augmented solver
We now study the convergence of augmented-LSQR solvers (for various β) compared to classical LSQR. The
underlying discretization is sufficiently fine for a solution of good quality be obtained (µ = 1.2). Figure 4 shows
the evolution of the norm of the residual and of the error in pressure during LSQR-iterations.
We observe that in terms of residual, curves are almost linear and parallel: augmentation does not increase
the convergence rate but enables to start at a much smaller level of error. Note that in terms of pressure, the
final precision of all methods practically coincides with the starting precision of A-LSQR with β = 1e−6.
5.4 Sensitivity with respect to the mesh
In this subsection, we investigate the difficulties caused by the use of a mesh to interpolate the pressure and
estimate its energy. The figure 5 how the properties of the coarse subspace evolves according to the mesh
refinement. The characteristic length of the mesh h is normalized by the wavelength λ. Note that for hλ >
1
2 ,
it is known that the interpolation error is not controlled which means that we analyze the left part of the plot
(hλ 6
1
2 ).
In the domain of interest, we observe (on the first row of Figure 5) that the dimension of the selected coarse
space is almost constant (in particular for the finer β’s). More qualitatively, we measure the error in pressure
from the resulting O-VTCR approach (second row of Figure 5). For β 6 10−2, the error reaches a plateau when
the mesh is fine enough hλ 6
1
3 . The plateau is reached for finer meshes when β = 10
−1. Of course, the value
of the plateau depends on β.
Finally we propose a measure of the evolution of the subspace itself. Let V˜r be a (Euclidean-orthonormal)
basis of the reference coarse space computed with the finest mesh, and V˜h be a (Euclidean-orthonormal) basis
of the coarse space computed with a mesh of dimension size h. Since dimension of the coarse space tends to
increase with the refinement of the mesh, we propose the following measure for the distance between the spaces:
d = ‖(I− V˜hV˜Hh )V˜r‖Fro (41)
d is thus the Frobenius norm of the projection of the reference space orthogonally to the current space. It some-
how corresponds to the dimension of the supplementary subspace of span(V˜h) in span(V˜r). When normalized
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by the size of the coarse subspace, we see that as long as h 6 λ, the relative distance with the reference subspace
is less than 1%.
This short study validates the choice h = λ3 as a good instruction for the mesher, in particular when
β 6 10−2.
6 Numerical example: two dimensional car cavity
The VTCR, O-VTCR and A-VTCR are used to solve an acoustic problem for the car cavity depicted in Figure
(Fig. 6). The cavity is filled with air (ρ = 1.25 kg.m−3, c = 330 m.s−1, and η = 0), it is excited by a uniform
harmonic pressure in the front (boundary condition of type (1a) with pd = 1). The front and rear windows
are hard walls (boundary condition of type (1c) with vd = 0), while an impedance condition of type (1b) is
prescribed over all other boundaries (with Z = i(ρω)/1245). The cavity is decomposed into 8 sub-cavities.
The problem is solved at three different frequencies 3000 Hz, 10000 Hz and 15000Hz using either the classic
VTCR with a pseudo inverse solver, the O-VTCR and A-VTCR with β = 10−1 and 10−6. The discretization
is done using the approximation by Dirac’s (17) associated with µ = 1.5, the integrals needed to compute the
matrix K are performed numerically. The augmented LSQR has a stopping criterion of a relative residual of
10−3. The calculated pressure field and amplitude distribution of each sub-cavity are represented in the figures
7,8 and 9. The scales used for the amplitude distribution are given by the circles on the right of the drawing
corresponding to the different methods.
5000 Hz 10000 Hz 15000 Hz
VTCR size 1020× 1020 2020× 2020 3022× 3022condition number 8.9 1018 3.47 1019 5.6 1019
A/O-VTCR size 346× 346 684× 684 1022× 1022condition number 423 1.3 103 4.9 103
β = 10−1 Relative error O-VTCR 0.305 0.2934 0.3311
Aug LSQR iterations 98 103 143
Relative error A-VTCR 0.0036 0.0629 0.0037
A/O-VTCR size 526× 526 1008× 1008 1483× 1483condition number 1.8 103 3.9 103 5.5 103
β = 10−6 Relative error O-VTCR 0.0116 0.0479 0.0051
Aug LSQR iteration 9 6 18
Relative error A-VTCR 0.0012 0.0438 0.0032
Table 1: Two dimensional car cavity (Section 6): size and condition number of the algebraical system and
relative error obtain with the different strategies
One can see that the pressure fields are very similar between the VTCR and the A/O-VTCR, with an
exception for the O-VTCR with β = 0.1. This visual impression is confirmed by the measure of the error given
in the table 1 (the direct VTCR is considered to be the reference). However the distributions of amplitudes are
different. The ones obtained with the pseudo inverse have extremely large norms and therefore the identification
of the main directions of propagation is impossible. Both O-VTCR and A-VTCR lead to much smaller ampli-
tudes and relatively clear main directions of propagation. The iterations of A-VTCR lead to noisier portraits
of amplitudes than O-VTCR, especially at the highest frequency.
The table 1 also presents the size and condition number of the algebraical system obtained with the different
approaches. The condition number of the original systems is extremely high which corresponds to almost zero
eigenvalues whereas the condition number of the reduced system is controlled around 103. As expected, for
the O/A-VTCR, the precision is improved when reducing the value of β. One can observe that for the three
considered frequencies, the A-VTCR leads to an accurate results even for large β.
The table 2 shows the computational time of the different steps of the resolution for the three methods at
the three considered frequencies. For comparison, relative time with respect to classical direct VTCR is also
provided. As one can see, the assembly of the VTCR matrix is relatively inexpensive in comparison to the
resolution, making the resolution the bottleneck of the VTCR.
Note that our Matlab code is far from optimized. In particular the natural parallelism of the construction
of the optimized space (A˜Eσ,h) is not exploited, and the augmented LSQR solver is crudely implemented. The
CPU time for O/A-VTCR could thus easily be reduced.
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5000 Hz 10000 Hz 15000 Hz
VTCR
Matrix Assembly 0.34 s 1.32 s 3.82 s
System solving 0.95 s 5.75 s 15.32 s
Relative resolution time 1 1 1
A/O-VTCR Construction Coarse space 0.14 s 1.05 s 2.02 sProjection and Factorization 0.25 s 1.84 s 2.84 s
β = 10−1 Total Resolution time O-VTCR 0.39 s 2.89 s 4.86 s
Relative resolution time O-VTCR 0.41 0.50 0.31
Aug LSQR time 0.98 s 3.57 s 5.49 s
Total Resolution time A-VTCR 1.37 s 6.46 s 10.37 s
Relative resolution time A-VTCR 1.44 1.12 0.67
A/O-VTCR Construction Coarse space 0.14 s 1.05 s 2.02 sProjection and Factorization 0.43 s 2.74 s 5.54 s
β = 10−6 Total Resolution time O-VTCR 0.57 s 3.79 s 7.76 s
Relative resolution time O-VTCR 0.6 0.65 0.51
Aug LSQR time 0.11 s 0.45 s 1.41 s
Total Resolution time A-VTCR 0.68 s 4.24 s 9.17 s
Relative resolution time A-VTCR 0.71 0.73 0.59
Table 2: Two dimensional car cavity (Section 6): CPU time required for the different steps of the resolution for
the VTCR, O-VTCR and A-VTCR.
Yet we observe interesting performance for O-VTCR and A-VTCR. The speed-up of theses approaches
relative to the direct VTCR seems to increase for large problems. This is due to the fact that direct solvers have
a cubic complexity with respect to the size of the problem whereas the iterative solvers’ complexity is quadratic
(when the number of iterations remains relatively small).
The sole cases where the new methods behave poorly, are when we try to achieve good precision with
iterations starting with a poor coarse problem (A-VTCR with β = 10−1) on small problems (f 6 10000 Hz).
In the end it seems that choosing a high precision coarse model is the most interesting strategy (β = 10−6).
In that case, the coarse problem is two times smaller than the original system, the solution in the optimized
subspace (O-VTCR) is already of good quality (for a computational time of 49% of the reference time); if needed
few iterations are sufficient to lower the residual (A-VTCR) at a limited cost (the gain in terms of time is then
41%).
7 Conclusion
When approximating Helmholtz equation, the Variational Theory of Complex Rays is a powerful alternative to
the classical finite element because it is less subjected to the dispersion error. However the underlying represen-
tation of the unknown field in terms of amplitudes involves a compact operator which causes an accumulation
of eigenvalues near zero, loss of coercivity and explosion of the condition number of the discrete system. In this
paper we propose to filter the approximation space by creating a basis of amplitudes which have a significant
contribution to the unknown in the appropriate norm. Note that the proposed method should adapt seamlessly
to other methods which involve a compact operator in the representation of the unknown field.
In practice, a mesh is introduced in order to handle the pressure fields generated by distributions of ampli-
tudes; this mesh is much coarser than would be required for a reliable finite element computation, typically the
mesh used to visualize the solution is sufficient.
The selection process is associated with computing the highest part of the spectrum of a generalized eigen-
value problem independently on each subdomain. In most cases a simplification can be applied which leads to
using singular value decomposition instead of generalized eigensystem. A truncation parameter must be intro-
duced by the user, which controls the coercivity of the discrete sesquilinear form and the loss of precision with
respect to the complete approximation space. This parameter is connected to the amount of energy represented
in the filtered subspace. Numerical experiments prove that the criterion makes the selection process almost
independent of the mesh (assuming it is reasonably refined with respect to the wavelength).
The filtered subspace can be used to obtain a good quality approximation of the solution with a system of
reduced size and good conditioning. It can also be used as the coarse grid of an augmented Krylov solver. In
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practice having 99.9999% of the energy inside the coarse space seems a good choice since both conditioning and
precision remain correct, if needed only few LSQR iterations will be required to achieve full precision.
Assessments proved that the method gave interesting performance in terms of precision, stability of the
amplitude solution and even CPU time (even with a non-optimized implementation).
Acknowledgement: The authors wish to thank Marc Bonnet and Martin Vorhalik for their helpful
discussions.
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Figure 3: Scattering by a sound-hard cylinder (Section 5): Evolution of the residual, pressure error and solution’s
norm with the discretization refinement (µ) at frequencies f=1500Hz (left) and f=3500Hz (right) for the direct
VTCR approach (black) or the A-VTCR and O-VTCR with β = 0.25, 0.1, 10−4 and 10−6 (respectively orange,
red, magenta and blue).
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Figure 4: Scattering by a sound-hard cylinder (Section 5): Evolution of the residu (left) and the error ε[p]
(right) with the normalized number of iterations of the LSQR at the f=1500Hz (top) and f=3500Hz (bottom)
for the direct VTCR approach (black) or the O-VTCR with β = 0.25, 0.1, 10−4 and 10−6 (respectivelly orange,
red, magenta and blue).
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Figure 5: Scattering by a sound-hard cylinder (Section 5): Dependence of the coarse space wrt the mesh (size,
resulting precision, distance to reference coarse space) at frequencies 1 500 Hz and 3 500 Hz, and for various
values of β.
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Figure 6: Geometry and boundary conditions of the two dimensional car cavity.
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Figure 7: Two dimensional car cavity (Section 6): pressure field and amplitude distribution at 5000Hz obtained
with different resolution method: VTCR (top), O-VTCR (second line) and A-VTCR (third line), with β = 10−1
(left) and β = 10−6 (right)
Figure 8: Two dimensional car cavity (Section 6): pressure field and amplitude distribution at 10000Hz obtained
with different resolution method: VTCR (top), O-VTCR (second line) and A-VTCR (third line), with β = 10−1
(left) and β = 10−6 (right)
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Figure 9: Two dimensional car cavity (Section 6): pressure field and amplitude distribution at 15000Hz obtained
with different resolution method: VTCR (top), O-VTCR (second line) and A-VTCR (third line), with β = 10−1
(left) and β = 10−6 (right)
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